Background

The University of Cincinnati is required by federal regulations to ensure that effort commitments, in proposal applications, are reasonable and conform to sponsor and university expectations. If a proposed project is funded, the university must assure the sponsor that any effort proposed (compensated or uncompensated) will be effectively managed according to sponsor requirements and university policy. In addition, the university must assure the sponsor that the amount of time worked on the project is at least equal to the salary charged to those projects. See also Labor Verification on Sponsored Projects Policy 2.1.21.

Definitions

For definitions on the following: Institutional Base Salary, Non-sponsored Activity, Effort and Total Effort see Labor Verification on Sponsored Projects Policy 2.1.21.

Policy

During proposal development, the Principal Investigator (PI) shall prepare a budget and determine the percent of effort or person months needed for each of the positions proposed to work on the project.

PIs shall provide reasonable estimates of the percent of effort for all personnel necessary to carry out any sponsored project activity when preparing proposal applications to sponsors. Any estimate of proposed effort must be expressed in relation to each individual’s total university effort.

PIs must meet their proposed effort commitments, compensated or uncompensated, provided to sponsors in proposal applications

The University of Cincinnati does not typically cost share effort on a voluntary basis, consistent with its objectives of receiving fair compensation from sponsors for research and scholarly activity conducted at the university. A voluntary commitment of sponsor-uncompensated effort should be made only where the competitive circumstances or perceived institutional benefit of receiving the award are deemed to be sufficient to warrant the commitment.
Faculty and staff shall obtain approval for voluntary committed cost sharing from the Department/Unit Chair prior to the preparation of the budget and budget justification. The electronic approval of the Department Chair in the university’s electronic research administration system for a proposal indicates that he or she approves and will support any voluntary commitment to cost share the individual’s effort.

Faculty and other key personnel shall meet minimum mandatory effort requirements on sponsored projects. Acceptance of an award with specified minimum mandatory effort requirements, such as certain program project awards and center or career development awards, carries with it responsibility for meeting those requirements.

Faculty shall propose some level of activity (1% or more), or the minimum required by the program on proposals on which they are listed as Principal Investigator or key personnel, unless specifically exempted by the sponsor. (Examples of exceptions to the minimum 1% effort requirement might include equipment and instrumentation grants, travel grants, and conference awards.) If an award is accepted, the faculty member and key personnel are committed to providing this level of effort over the annual budget period of the award unless sponsor policies permit otherwise. Unpaid emeritus and other unpaid/volunteer faculty are exempt from this requirement, as they have no paid effort to commit.

Most faculty members generally have responsibilities for non-sponsored activity such as teaching or administration that would preclude them from devoting 100% of their time to sponsored activities. A reasonable percent of effort must be set aside for these non-sponsored activities. Department chairs, faculty, and department research administrators shall regularly review proposed sponsored activity to assure adjustments are made consistent with sponsor terms and conditions when other activities required of the faculty member reduce the available effort to devote to sponsored projects. Salary support for teaching, administration, service, new or competing proposal preparation and institutional governance must come from university funds unless they are specifically approved activities of a sponsored project. It may also be appropriate for certain research faculty and staff to be charged at 100% effort to a sponsored project in cases where aforementioned responsibilities do not exist.

The PI shall obtain university and sponsor prior approval (if required) for absences (generally 3 months or more) or significant reductions (25% or more) of the PI’s or other key personnel effort. If a reduction in effort commitment is made, the salary must be reduced commensurate with the effort.

Faculty and staff shall be aware of effort commitments and communicate any inability to meet those commitments to the respective business office to ensure that any necessary sponsor approvals of their reduced effort are obtained. Whenever a significant change in effort is anticipated, faculty, department administrators, and department chairs shall review activity to assure there is sufficient time available to meet all obligations.

University of Cincinnati’s effort reporting process relies on payroll data to provide information on the projects to which an individual’s salary was charged during the certification period. Although the semester and recess effort reporting periods may not coincide with the annual budget periods for which effort commitments are normally made,
the effort reporting process offers an opportunity to consider whether the actual effort expended during the reporting period is consistent with the effort commitment.

The PI and other key personnel shall devote the amount of effort agreed upon regardless of a sponsor-imposed salary cap. Certain sponsors impose a limit or “cap” on the annual rate of salary reimbursement for a given amount of effort. The difference between the reimbursed salary (“capped amount”) and the unreimbursed salary is considered committed cost sharing and must be documented in the university’s payroll records as cost share.

**Policy on Intersession Compensation**

Faculty members compensated for two-semester academic appointments are permitted to expend up to an additional fourteen (14) weeks of effort on one or more sponsored projects in the period outside the academic year (i.e., during the recess period) and earn up to fourteen (14) weeks of additional salary for that effort, subject to sponsor and university policy. Intersession compensation is paid per hour worked, up to a limit of 560 hours (14 weeks x 40 hours). Faculty with salary increases during the academic year will have their annual IBS prorated for the purpose of calculating the maximum intersession compensation allowable for the period.

The hourly rate for intersession compensation is calculated based on a 1280-hour (32 week) appointment period (32 x 40); the institutional base salary is divided by 1280 to determine the rate. For any situation where sponsor guidelines limit intersession compensation on a monthly basis or annual basis, “1 month” will be considered equal to 1/9th of the appointment period (approximately 142.2 hours), and “1 year” to be equal to the appointment period, in order to maintain consistency with the calculation of the hourly rate.

A request for recess salary in a proposal application indicates a commitment to put forth the comparable effort on the particular project during the recess period, not during the academic year. Voluntary effort expended on a sponsored project during the academic year does not satisfy a commitment related to recess effort.

Faculty members with academic, administrative or other non-research responsibilities during the recess period cannot request 100% of allowable recess salary from sponsored projects. Faculty who receive recess salary from sponsored projects will be required to certify whether the effort was expended on those projects during the recess effort period.

**Roles and Responsibilities**

*Department Head/Chair*

- Approve mandatory and voluntary cost sharing.
- Review proposed sponsored activity to ensure that other activities required of the faculty member will not conflict with the proposed effort commitment.
Principal Investigator/Faculty

- Provide reasonable estimates of effort in order to carry out the aims of the proposals and fulfill other university obligations.
- Meet commitments to sponsor regarding voluntary and mandatory cost sharing.
- Comply with sponsor requirements regarding reduction in effort.
- Provide a minimum of 1% or more in all proposals (unless sponsor policies permit otherwise).

Business Office Personnel

- Ensure that proposals submitted to sponsors are reviewed in accordance with the requirements of this policy and the sponsor.
- Ensure that sponsor-imposed salary caps are calculated correctly, and salaries are recorded properly in the university’s financial records.
- Assist PI with the preparation of requests to sponsors regarding the reduction of effort.
- Provide PIs with salary distribution and effort commitment information to facilitate charging instructions for sponsored projects.

Sponsored Research Services

- Ensure that proposals submitted to sponsors are reviewed in accordance with the requirements of this policy and the sponsor (applicable only to colleges/units without an Authorized Official Representative – AOR).
- Review awards to ensure that appropriate cost sharing is documented for both mandatory and voluntary committed cost sharing.
- Review and approve university requests for reductions of effort as required by sponsor terms and conditions.

Related links:

Allowability, Reasonableness and Allocability of Costs on Sponsored Projects Policy (2.1.22)
Cost Transfers on Sponsored Projects Policy (2.1.23)
Government Cost Compliance
Labor Verification on Sponsored Projects Policy (2.1.21)
Researcher’s Gateway
Sponsored Research Services
University (Board) Rules
University of Cincinnati Policies
2 CFR part 200
NSF PAPPG
Phone Contacts:

Sponsored Research Services Grant Division contact person

Sponsored Research Services Accounting Division contact person

Click link at left for directory of grant contacts by department

Click link at left for directory of accounting contacts by department